MODEL 150
5” NUMERALS
COUNT DOWN/UP/INTERVAL TIMER/STOPWATCH CLOCK

KEY FEATURES
- COUNTDOWN-COUNTUP AND INTERVAL TIMER – DISPLAYS HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS
- PRECISION CLOCK – DISPLAYS HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS
- STOPWATCH – DISPLAYS MINUTES, SECONDS, HUNDREDS

SPECIFICATIONS
Giant 5” Ultra-Bright LED Digits
DIMENSIONS 35” X 8” X 1.5”
Weight:

FUNCTIONS
- TIMER COUNTS DOWN FROM 99 Hours, 59 minutes, 59 seconds
- TIMER COUNTS UP TO 99 Hours, 59 minutes, 59 seconds
- Auto repeat countdown/countup program (endless loop)
- 10 second countdown/countup preparation option
- STOPWATCH counts up to 99 minutes, 59 seconds, and hundredths of seconds!
- INTERVAL TIMING program work, rest time, repeats and store programs
- PRECISION STAND -ALONE CLOCK WITH SECONDS!
- Super Fast Direct Input for time and other settings from the remote (not one digit at a time)
- Mute the Buzzer Option
- When the Buzzer is Muted the Digits Flash at the end of a Program
- Control the Number of Buzzer Beeps
- Store programs for direct easy access (count up, countdown, interval)
- 12 or 24 hour clock operation
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